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CHAIRMAN: The meeting is called to order.
(Interpretation)
Gentlemen, we have today to examine and discuse Articles

34, 35, 36 and 38 of the draft Charter. I suppose you have all

taken into consideration the annotated Agenda prepared by the

Secretariat for these Articles (W/175 dated 6th June). We shall

start with article 34.

I want to remind you that We are going to follow the procedure
which we have always followed, that is, to restrict our discussion

in this Commission to questions of substance, and let the

sub-Committee which we will appoint, if we do not continue the

mandate of the Committee working on Articles 14, 15 and 2<,

discuss questions of drafting.

As far as Article 34 is concerned, we are confronted with

an amendment to Paragraph 1, proposed by Belgium and Luxembourg.
I think this is an amendment of substance, and I therefore invite

M. Forthomme to develop his argument.

V -2
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M. PIERRE FORTHOMME (Belgium) (Interpretation): Gentlemen,
the Belgian and Luxembourg delegations believe that paragraph 1 of

Article 34 provides for an excetion for an escape clause of a very

general character, and that therefore we must be very careful not to

limit the case too strictly in which these paragraphs could be

applied. If we admit as a principle, and that is already an

important privilege, that a country can revoke some concessions on

tariffs which it has conceded, in order to protect its own producers,
it would be going a little bit too far to extend the possibility of
such an action to the territories which enjoy a preferential

treatment as far as this nation is concerned. It has been admitted

generally that such an action should be taken at the request of such

a country which enjoys such Dreferences, and if we are not very
careful what that paragraph entails we will, to a great extent,
augment the difficulties of those who have to protect their own

production if they have to discuss not only wits one country but with

the territories which are related to that country by preferential

arrangements. Therefore, the Belgian delegation proposes to delete

this Paragraph to make equal as far as Possible the means of

defence of all the parties engaged in such negotiations.

Mr. R.J. SHACKLE (United Kingdom): Mr. Chairman, I am afraid
that the suggestion which is made by the Belgian delegation would

definitely not be acceptable to us. It seems to us that this is a

question of equity and that the equity springs from the nature of

the original bargain which we have in contemplation, and which is

the reduction of tariffs on the ore hand against the reduction,
possibly elimination, of preferences on the other.. It seems to uswhich
that if countries/contemplatesuch reduction in their tariffs are

free to withdraw reductions they have made in certain cases by this
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Article, it is equitable and right that the corresponding freedom
should be allowed in cases where preferencess have been reduced or
abolished. There has already been a great deal of criticism at

home about the wide scope of this escape clause and we feel that,

if there was not to be a balance under I.t as between the concessions

on tariffs and concessions on preferences, it would become

unacceptable to public opinion in the United Kingdom. It goes

without saying that, If it should become necessary - s we hope it
will not - to evoke this clause in relation to reference, it must

in our view be evoked for the benefit of those parties who have

suffered from the reuction or abolition of reference and at their

request. 7'e have put down an amendment who follows later, which
is designed to make that point clear that action must be taken at

the request of the carty which suffers through the abolition or

reduction of preferences. As T have said, this is a matter on

which we have definite views, and I chink we shall have to insist

really on the retention of the text.

Dr. H.C. COOMBS (Australia): Mr. Chairmar, the delegate for

Belgium based his objections to the application of this escape

clause to industries adversely affected by a reduction or elimination
of preference, on the principle that h s delegation believes that it

is desirable to equalise the means of defence between the different
parties to the agreement. We believe that this is a very sound
principle, provided that the means of defence are adapted to the

situation against which they are intended to de-end the parties.

Speaking for Australia, 1 would just like to say that the possibility
of industries dependentuponprmf2-eerences being adversea cIffectedaye.
modification ot those preferenceis, s atalest as great as the

possibility of Industries in other countries being adversely affected
by a modification in tariff protection.
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Wehave some industries in Australia of a primary

producing character which have substantially grown to their

present scale during; the period of operation of the preferences.

It is exceedingly difficult to forecast what the position of

those industries will be if the preferences are modified.

I suggest that it is precisely to deal with that type of

situation - where countries are invited to accept an undertaking

the precise Implications of which it is impossible to see in

advance - that this escape clause was provided. It was

provided originally for modifications of the tariff. We

suggest that precisely the same justification exists for

industries at present dependent upon preferences.

Since we cannot forcast precisely, it means that

inevitably, in accepting a modification of those preferences,

we are taking a risk which involves the livelihood of many

individual producers, for many of whom; it will be impossible

to find alternative forms of production.Consequently this

clause does appear to us to be fundamental to enable us to

ensure that serious and widespread social hardship is not

imposed upon some of those producers.

Wedonot cc not anticipate that it will b necess ry to use

this clWeveause. ry sincerely hope it will not, not only

for ourselvoes but fr the countries who will bge lookin at

it primarily as a means of possible escape from the effects of

a reduction in the tareieff. Nvrtheless it is important,

because we cannot fully mticip-te the result of the changes

we are contemmaplating king.

F:thermorae, it hL another very important significance;

,that is just because there is that, great element of uncertainty
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as to the effects of the changes we are contemplating, the

possibility of having those changes accepted in our own community

depends a good deal upon the assurances which we can offer that

they will not, in fact, produce devastating results, and the

existence of this clause is an extremely valuable instrument

in the hands of those people who are;anxious to err on the side

of taking risks in the interests of lower barriers to trade,

This does offer the protection that, if we do take risks

and if in the odd case we err on the side of too great reductions,

we will be in a position to ensure that it does not cause serious

social hardship. I ,,ld suggest, therefore, to the Delegate

of Belgium that the application of the very principle which he

himself has outlined justifies fully the retention of that part

of this clause which provides a potential escape clause for

industries at present dependent upon tariff preferences.

CHAIRMAN [Int(ThI-earetrItion)w I :-ould like to ask eloan, C_1bsz,

wheo has baen in chrge oaf the Dommrfting Citthee, whyte

sentence to whielgich tehege ian Dlate objects is between

brackets.

Mv ErANik oCOLB.(NrIwamay): T sorry -

Mr.HAR T. SCKLE (Unngited KiMrdomha): . Cirwonman, I der

ulif I ci volunteer an explanationo. Yv will observe that

these brackets are round and not squaroe. Runkd bracets are

used in order to render the structure of the sentence tore clear.

W. :t ave used mmco=--zbut thIn xiz- would have read less

clearly if we had used mmcoas.It is, thinkpunI.:.', relyy for the

purpose of keeping the clarity of the sentewnce that e have

used brackets.
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Mr. COLBAN (Interpretation): I would like to add that

those round brackets are already in thndoneraLooDzX ft and that

the gD:om.inee ,-ttNe:eion ITYwr did not wantakto mteany

changes of substance.

C.NCVMAn:e(Itirret n)ionntheFre: I-., --nch-text, a sentence

which appears between brackets has a very big significance and

I .t have Anticipaated thaaltou hcrdlready condemned this

sentence in the bottom of your hearts.

MANr. InterpreCOLB: (tatiton): I was certainly not the

intentioen oaf thg Dommrftein CiWette. 'fu could repLace the

brackets by two commas.

cLIY&2S (erpretatiooesn): D-JOsnybody wish to speak on

this subject?

Dr.WATE.ouHOLALO: (S_h Lrichairma} Mnextr. C-n, I ;t

to direct my attention nelgext to the Bian amendment and to the

paragraph which imet seeks to and.

This Arcle conptains the Irncaiple of wh-tis generally

known as thea escape cthluse. I ink you awill all hve read the

directivrese of the Pident off tStahe UnitedStes, which, if I

±ve re-d it corresctply, ley4nuwn thea Uateelegationd Stnes D,ior.

the liability of having an escape chalause in the Crter.

haI mantwhink, Mr. Cir,e ought to express a certain amount

ofitumoderate gratde ttao the United Stes for warning .us

beforehand that any conniceesstaions the itd Stes make in these

negoteiations must b taken with a emeasurhae of resrve. Tt is

essentially fair play, to give us that warning.
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This paragraph as it stands will no doubt be amended, but

a paragraph of this nature will no doubt have to go into the

Draft Charter and therefore, from that point of view, the South

African Delegation will not object in principle to the inclusion

of this provision for escape: But I wish to point out certain

consequences.

Prt of the negotiations are based on the assumption that

the countries of the British Commonwealth must sacrifice, and

sacrifice for all time, curtain rights that they have hitherto

exercised, and exercised for a long time a,pmgronmthereselvIt. ri

will close to us an alternative way of organising oure trad and

mwiell ake it nccssary for us to break down certain things that

wohave done in pathe Jt in ordor to organism the trade in that

we.

iIs _seruath-t that is intended toembcnde possible for us

by the opening of alternatives ways of goranising our trade, and

then, just tompleceot the circleAr, tiecl 34 againa mkes it

possible to close up thaat eltarnteiva wy of organising our

trade to brgin us back to eth original position weewre In,

without giving us any alternative.

llWo Mr. Chamian,a . I havo said, in the circmuntaceno

inwhich this clause figures in the Cahretr, we shall, no doubt,

have to accept smoe sort of clause of this nature.w hat I do

wish to say - and sayw ith a good deal of emphasis - is this:

that if a clause like this is used in such a way as gradually

to whittleaway whatew haev paid for giving up that right to

make preferential arragemennts maong ourselves, the whole

basis of the Charter and the Orqanization will fall away; it

cannot continu.e
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The negotiations have been referred to by the late Lord Keynes

as horse-trading and this Article might very Wall be so inter-

preted: - that we buy a horse for 200 dollars, we pay the 200

dollars, but the party selling the horse is at liberty to take

the horse back and keep the 200 dollars.- Well, if that happens,

something. more will happen, and I want to state that very ex-

plicitly. I want to point out further that the clause as drafted

I am not talking of the principle but the clause as drafted - has

been so drafted as to put the party whose horse and money are being

taken away in a somewhat more difficult position to apply any

corrective measures than the party that took the horse and the money.

The party that starts by taking advantage of this escape clause

must give notice as far in advance as may be practicable. That

sounds very nice but of course " s far in advanceas may be prac-

ticable" may be a month, or it may be a week, or it may be twenty-
four hours, But then the Article goes on to any that as a matter

of fact there may be circumstances under which you have to give no

notice, you can Just act first of all and then talk about it after-

wards. Now, what remedy has the aggrieved party got under this

document, - this document which is to be a fair dncument as between

the various countries engaged in horse-trading? - The country

which is aggrieved may not act as precipotately as the country

which created the problem. To start with, an attempt must first

be made to try and arrive at some sort of agreement. Now I think

all of you have had experience in intergovernmental discussions on

matters in which two Governments are in conflict with each other
over a particular thing and you know that that is something which

takes a very considerable amount of time, However, let us assume

that things go particularly fast and that there is established within
a comparatively short time that there is no agreement. May the

aggrieved party then act as pracipitately as the party that has

E/PC/T/A/P'V/11.-
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caused the problem? No; he must give 30 days notice, and he can-
not act before the expiration of 30 days. What is more, he must

make up his mind inside the, period of 60 days whether he is going

to act at all and when the 60 days have passed then he may not act

any more. So that if, in a desire not to put more limitations on

international trade, he should, in the first 60 days, think that

probably no great harm will be done and therefore it is. not necessary

for him to act, and ho then finds within the next period of 60 days

that a great deal of harm is done to him, he can no longer act

because the period has passed. That is the draft as it stands

now, in plain EnGlish.

The English is not so plain at one other point. I do not

want to try to suggest that we deal with this point now, I am

mentioning it only so that the drafting committee can take note of

it. The words at the end of the first sentence of paragraph 3,

"...... the suspension of which the Organisation does not dis-

approrve", refers to something. That "which" refers to something

antecedent to that paragraph - which antecedent, which earlier Word

it is, I do not know. It seems to me the English has gone a bit

"Wonky" there and I suggest that tho drafting committee might tell

us what that means.

P.
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CHAIRMAN: (Interpretation): As the representative of the

Union of South Africa has said himself, his remarks were of a

general character and did not supply specifically to the amendment

submitted by the Belgian delegation. We shall have a later

opportunity to return to the remarks of the representative of the

Union of South .Africa, but in the meantime I would like to know

if any other delegate wishes to address the meeting in connection

with the Belgian amendment?

DR. G. GUTIERREZ (Cuba): Referring exclusively to the

Belgian amendment, the Cuban delegation thinks it is worth while co

remember that this matter. came up as article 29 of the original

United States proposal. It was stated from beginning that it was

an escape clause, but at that time it seemed it was not clear

enough that the concessions granted during the negotiations would

mean not only the concessions on customs duties but, at the same

time, the negotiations made on preferences.

On account of that, when this matter was taken up by the

London meeting, it was very clearly stated there that "the

Preparatory Committee considers that members of the Organization,

the event of unforeseen developments ando f injurious effects on

their trade caused by or threatened by reasons of the obligations

laid down in Chapter V (including tariff or preference concessions)

should be permitted to withdarw or modify thoebligations to the

extent and for the time necessary to prevent the injurious effects.

The Preparatory Committee agreed that this right should be subject

go adqueate safeguards and to the possibility of counter-action by

other members in the event of the abuse of the right". So, the

equation is clear and the phrase which is between brackets only

gives the proper setting to a principle that has been accepted in
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London, in New York and, I suppose, in Geneva.

DR. A.B. SPEEKENBRINK (Netherlands): Mr.t'. Chairman, I would

like to continue the remamarks de just now by the Brazilian delegate

whenreehe frred to the Londonfeconrence.

In the London conference we mentioned there the preferences

existinng, ad then I had occasion to say, when it was said. that it-

was an adopted principle, that we would state the position hof te

prencesfereaoos like that. I said then andathee th-t we ould. not do

anything against theme - they wre there and we had to accept them,

So, we hcave to fae the preferences as thery are thee, and we have,

in the Charter, taken due consideration of the existiengepraferncs.

But now, I would ask, why rub it in again in this phrase?

Here, the first part of this paragraph is, I think,

comprehensive enough. We speak of "unforeseen developments

and of the effect of the obligations incurrc-d under or pursuent to

this Chapter". Well, if you include prefereenIces her,

might say why not include here the abolition of quntitative
res?triAnctions importantr point fo other countries is the

curtailment of state trading. We can go on to a very great extent

there simply by including all the sacrifices eof all th countries

entering into this Charter.

I think, therefore, that the first part of this piaragraph s,

as I may rmprepeat, coehensive enough, and in that sense I support

the amendment of my Belgian colleague.

EIC11/T/A/PV/'.
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CHAIRMAN: The Delegate of New Zealand.

Mr. WEBB (New Zealand.): The New Zealand Delegation hold that

if it must be assumed. that an escape clause of this sort is

necessary, it is a matter of audible necessity to make some such

provision for preferences as is made in these words; that necessity

arising out of what one might call. a fundamental bargain, which

was in a sense the starting point of these Charter Discussions.

CHAIRMAN: The Deletate of the United Kingdom.

MR. SHACKLE (United Kingdom) Mr. Chairman, I would. just

like to make one- comment on the observations of the Netherlands

Delegate.

If I have read this paragraph rightly, it does already extend

to all the different matters, such as quantitative restrictions,

State-trading and so on, which are covered. by this Chapter V.

There is a particular reason, none the less, why the matter

of preferences needs to get a special mention, and that is because,

in the case of all the other measures, the injury would fall upor

the Member where domestic producers suffer; but there is an

intention here, because where it is a preference it is not the

domestic producers who suffer; but producers in the territory

which receives the preferences. For that reason it is necessary,

if you are going to cover all the matters in Chapter V, to-make

a special mention of the case of preferences in order that they

should. be exempt.

CHAIRMAN .RLN: Thegelezate of Belgiun.-

Mr. FOMMRTHOE (Belgium) (InterpretationI): wOuld like to

explain more clearly what I mean by equality of means of defence

and protection.
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We have seen many times in a period where the most-favoured-

nation clause was generally admitted the tentative approach of

countries which tried to get together in order to lower the

tariff barriers, in negotiations which were stated to be absolutely

open, which meant that everybody who was outside resolved to

make the saw concessions as had been made at the origin by those

engaged in the original negotiations; but those arrangements were

stillborn, because immediately one invoked. against them the most-

favoured-nation clause.

As far sp:re erential ria tments aeccconcerned the

situation is very different. Itis* trueto say that those preferen-

tial treatments werc alsoe th result of negotiations. however,

they were negotiations within a closedcircle. Only those with a

certain privilege were atdmited to participate in the negotiations,

Nobody else from the outside was admitted.

Therefore I believe it cannot be said that somebody who is

outside of such an inner circle has the same needs ofgneotiations

with the Members of that circle as two nations which are both not

part of' the inner circle,
(After interpretation)

Mr. FORTHEOMM (Belgium): No,s I aid: "The nation which is

outside the circle has the some action or means of defence as a

nation within (against those without)".
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CHAIRMAN: The Delegate of Cuba.

Dr. Gustave GUTIERREZ (Cuba): Mr. Chairman, I have listened

with great attention to. the remarks made by the Belgian Delegation,

but I really think we are not now discussing the situation of the

preferential system at all. The preferential system as well as

the Customs Unions are facts In economic and international life.

They have been accepted In the Conference, so to attack a certain

provision which is a consequence of a principle and again raise

an attack on a principle that is not being discussed now, would

lead us nowhere.

It Is a fact that the privileges, if they are so granted

to the members of a preferential system, are not extended to

other nations, but it is Just the same in regard to Customs

Unions. So we are' facing facts of economic life and trying to

bring them together in the best possible form. We do not think

we are attempting to create a Utopia of economic life:, It is in

accordance with the principles already accepted.

CHAIRMAN: The Delegate of Norway.

H. E. Erik COLBAN (Norway): I would like to know what the

words in parenthesis really add to the previous sentence. If

It is agreed that serious Injury to domestic producers is

sufficient to make. applicable this procedure of redress, is not

that enough? Does not that really cover also the case of a

Government enjoying preferences which suffers serious inJury

to its domestic production, or is it the intention. that the

words in parenthesis go much further? I do not quite understand,

and would be very grateful if one of those who have spoken in

favour of the maintenance of these words would be kind enough

to explain.
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CHAIRMAN lhe2i T1. teeofUnitedKingdom.o1 United ICi2:um,

Mx R. J. ingSIm)iLE r(ited KL.nAdo o. dChirmasa Iaul.

Jtpttl to amlify what I have saide before inn ixpanatior o this

point. d I reallnky o not thi it is veery muceh mor in th last

resort thagn a draftin point.

You see thagt pthis pararah starts by saying: "If, as a result

of aeferesaendovconmets ande of the .ffct of the obligations

incurred under or pursuant to this Chapter", etc. Wall,"the

oblation." on the face of it--I quit. a-rea with the Delegate of

N~way--would seem to cover absolutely everything which isidedprov4

for in thief Chapter, that is t) say, reduofction tariffs,

reductions and abolition of preference, abolition ofitaquanttive

restrictions, and so on.- everything, in fact. But there is this

essential difference which makes it necessary to mention the case

f.per6frane, that is, as this celau8sis drawn, without the words

in brackets, it refersa tombe Mer into whose territories products

are being imported in such quantities as to "threaten serious

inJury to domestic prtoducs", and when thaat appens themaet Mbr

shall be free to suspend the obligations.

Now that clearly is not a wording which fcan it the case of

a preference, because it is not the domestic producers who are

inJured in this case: sit eip tdh rrouces in a eprefrred territory,

and it is purely, I think, in order to get that pointclear that

ethOs words in brackets ar- necessary. Ine orodr t make it still

oearer, w. have proposed an daemecit which we will come to later

*mto adedUt tehend._nf teha ords in brackets: "at the request of

such produecr'sovernment".G That is the opint as I ese it.

CAHRMArN: TheDe lgeate of the Netherlands.
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Dr.A.B. SPEEKENBRINK (Netherlands): There is one comment I

would like to make on the Delegate of the United Kingdom's reference

to the damage done to the producers and the other country receiving

the preferences. Well, although it vas not so clear in the time

before the War, Onecould always say that one had a system of

quantitative restrictions, and youwork that system simply by

putting concessions against each other. That system was in favour

of certain countries. In that respect, a certain country receives

a preference in a country applying quantitative restrictions.

If it is abolished, the other country will lose opportunities to

import, and in that case it is comparable with the country receiving

a preference.

I do not sea much difference there, and that is why I would

pref has s emarked leshAs r ,al.zr,.it.hould be regarded as a

drafting point. Therefore, I belimitteeemightve that a sub-Com

have to study these Articles again and find a form which will cover,

pmore or less, the osition of all the other cnluntries and not oly

countries receiving a preference.

ay add one, thing, Mr. Chairman, jseust to put my caeulearly.

sWCescc -j Ci--t ce clausesre, baaaut we aXr .nsescape. claues

on specific points all the time; and we are in favour of having such

escape clauses formulated in such a way that the International Trade

Or7nisation gshall juds whether there is a serious case for the

lifting ofcertain obligations from certain countWees. lqare quite
in favourof having natthne Intetioal Trace Organisation as an

organization to judge the actions of the States, where they are

really entitopled to adt a definite course; but we are against--

again I repeat that--many escape claueses on-spcific points, because

if you have that, in theawhole Chcrtero; there yuhave about a hundred

escape claused,hend Go, nalp,us if we have to find a way in that

labyrinth.

E/P11T/!/PV/ll,r
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CHAIRMAN:(Interpretation): I am sorry, Gentlemen,. but I

cannot agree with what Mr. Speekenbrink has just said that this is

a question of drafting. It is a question of substance, and a very

important question it is. It is true what Mr. Gutierrez said that

we are not discussing for the time being the preferences themselves

however, we are confronted with Article 34 which states very

clearly that the escape clause should apply to a country which

receives preference on a product imported in another country and

this causes to threaten a serious injury to the production of

another country. This is a very clear point. The honourable

delegate for Belgium asserts that, in his opinion, this is an

excessive clause, and should be deteted. I would like to ask

Mr. Forthomrne whether he would insist on this amendment being

discussed now or whether he would refer to wait till the

discussion itself shows whether we could not find other way out.

Dr. H.C. COOMBS (Australia): I suggest, to make its clear,

that so far as the Australian delegation is concerned we seek no

privileges on industries which are dependent on preferences which

are not open to industries protected in other ways. Our intention,
in supporting this present draft, was to ensure that the same

facilities for emergency action should be available to them. Since

it is not possible physically for them to be the same - since action

is called for in a different place - we have sought merely to see

that the same sort of emergency action be taken in the only place

where it can be taken,which is inthe countries granting the

preference, provided that the purpose of the review of this Article

is merely to ensure that no special privilege is given to such
industries. We are perfectly content to see such examination of
this undertaken and to participate in it. We are not seeking
special .rivileges, but merely to ensure that those privileges in
industries are open to other countries it they are incorporated
under emergency conditions, and that they should be available also to
industries in countries which are dependent union preferential
arrangements.
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M. Picrre FORTHOMME (Belgium) (Interpretation): Mr. Chair-

man, in view of the very important contribution which has just

been madeby the Delegate of Australia, I think it would be use-

ful if, without withdrawing our amendment, we should pursue the

possibility of trying to find solution along the very construc-

tive line just indicated, and I believe that the Drafting

Committee could do some very important and good work in that

respect,

CHAIRMAN (Interpretation): I propose, Gentlemen, to abandon

the discussion at this point and to refer the matter to the Sub-

committee,

We are confronted with two other amendments relating to

Paragraph 1, but, as far as I can see, they are purely drafting

amendments; one emanates from the United Kingdom Delegation

and the other from the Delegation of the United States. If

those Deleations do not wish to explain their proposals right

here, I think we could refer the whole question to the Sub-

committee.

Mr. R. J. SHACKLE (United Kingdom): That course is

agreedable to us.

Mr. John W. EVANS (United States): We agree, Mr. Chairman,

CHAIRMAN (Interpretation): Thetwo amendments will go

immediately to the Sub-committee.

The Delegate of China.

Mr. C. H. CHEN (China ): Mr. Chairman, the Chinese

Delegation would like to suggest, in regard to the last sentence

of this paragraph, that the phrase "in respect of such product"

E/PC/T/A/PV/11S
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be altered to read: "the Member shall be free in respect of

such product, to suspend the obligation in whole or in part."

The original wording of that phrase seems to us to be rather

ambiguous. This is not a change of substance, but it will

make the wording more clear.

CHAIRMAN (Interpretation): I believe the proposal just

made by the Delegate of China is partly covered by the United

States amendment. It might be as well to transfer this amend-

ment immediately to the, Sub-committee. Is that agreed?

We now come to Paragraph 2, which deals with the question of

whether or not certain measures could be permitted without prior

consultation. We are confronted with amendments presented by

the Delegations of Canada, Chile and Cuba, which all assert that

no action should be permitted without prior consultation.

We are therefore confronted with a very important amendment

of substance and I will ask the Delegate of Canada to speak on

the subject.

Mr. J.J.DEUTSCH (Canada): The Canadian Delegation does not

much like Article 34, but we realism that certain, higher

realities make it necessary and therefore, since we have to have

it, we hope it will be used only in the most serious circumstances

and will be used infrequently.

We also hope that the use of this clause will not set in

motion a long chain of counter-actions and withdrawal of

concessions, and so on, and lead to a great deal of difficulty

and friction.

We look upon this as purely an emergency clause, to be used

under clear emergency conditions and we also hope that before

- 20 -
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this emergency action is invoked there will be the maximum

amount of consultation and discussion between the parties

interested, so that un amicable settlement can be reached and

counter-action and that type of thing will not be necessary.

For that reason, Mr. Chairman, we feel it important that

the Article should not be invoked without prior consultation

with the parties affected.

We do not think that those emergencies will develop

overnight. If they are really serious emergencies they can be

anticipated; they will be seen if they are serious. If they are

not serious, then the Article should not be invoked at all, in

our opinion. If theyare really serious and will produce wide-

spread repercussions and harm, that can be foreseen and there

will therefore be time to consult.

Questions such as dumping - the difficulties which arise

when there is a sudden dumping into a market - can be dealt with

under other Sections of the Charter, if it is genuine dumping.

A situation like this does not need the invocation of this

Article and therefore we do not see that these emergencies will

suddenly appear and will suddenly cause widespread harm to an

important industry. That can be clearly foreseen, it seems to

us. Therefore we do attach great importance to prior consultation,

because the type of counter-action that will be taken will be far

less, and far less dangerous, than if there is no prior consultation.

If there is no prior consultation, then the counter-action will be

likely to be serious.

Whistwilst I am speaking, Mr. Chairman, I night as well go on to our

second point, which is connected with this: that, if there is no pro-

vision for prior consultation, it seers to us that counter-action

could be taken without prior consultation. We think those two things

must go together, but we stress much more the first point, that we
should always have prior consultation,
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CHAIRMAN (Interpretation): The discussion on the amendment

submitted by the Canadian delegation is open. Dues anyone wish to

speak? The delegate a Belgium.

M.PIERRE FORTHOMME (Belgium) (Interpretation): It must be

obvious, after what I said myself about the amendment submitted a few

minutes ago by the Belgian delegation, that I am fully in sympathy

with the arguments quoted by the Canadian delegation in support of

the amendment which they have now submitted to this Commission. I

agree that the applicability of the clauses in Article 34 must be

limited and that also the motives which can be quoted in order to

ask for the applicability of these clauses must be equally limited.

But I cannot agree with the contention of the Canadian delegate that

the eases which are covered by Article 34 are such that they can

always be foreseen and forecast. There may be the case of a

certain number of small neighbouring countries where the distances

which separate them from each other are smell and where overnight,

or at least within a very short period, due to the fact that the

distances are so small, a great quantity of goods can be dumped into

the other country, thus making useless any appeal to the clauses of

Article 34. I wonder consequently whether the best way of dealing

with the case submitted by our friend from Canada would not be to

draft Article 34, paragraph 2 somewhat differently and instead of

referring to "critical and exceptional circumstances" refer to

"critical circumstances, such that any delay would cause irreparable

damage."

The delegate of the United States.

P.

CHAIRMAN (Interpretation):
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Mr. JOHN W. EVANS (United States) Mr. Chairman, I wish to

state my agreement with M. Forthomme's remark concerning the possi-

bility of foreseeing in all oases the development of a situation

whigh would require emergency action. I fully agree with the

delegate of Canada in his hope that this clause will not be used

frequently and that it will be used in good faith, but it is in the

nature of an emergency action and it is likely to arise in unexpected

ways at unexpected times without full warning, and for that reason we

feel that it is necessary to retain the possibility, which we sincerely

hope would be used very infrequently, the possibility of taking ac-

tion promptly without the delay required by consultation.

CHAIRMAN: Mr. Coombs.

Dr. H.O. COOMBS. (Australia): Mr. Chairman, like the two

previous speakers, I find myself in great sympathy with the Canadian

point that it is exceedingly undesirable that action should be taken

under this Article without consultation, if that can possibly be

avoided. But I agree, too, that circumstances may well arise in

which that prior consultation is not practicable, and it is there-

fore necessary to provide for the possibility of immediate action in

advance of consultation. At the same time, while I agreed with the

spirit of the suggestion of the delegate of Canada, I did feel that

there was some inconsistency in his attitude that, if We were obliged

to make a mistake, from his point of view, by accepting action prior

to consultation in relation to the first stop in the train of actions,

it was therefore necessary to make the same mistake thereafter. I Itt

seems to me that it is undesirabl to -have action of this kind without

consultation and it can only be justified by the type of circumstances

described by Mr. Forthomme.

p T/PC/t/A/PV/11
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It is difficult to offer that sort of justification for

retaliatory action. Before retaliation is taken or action of

an individual member is, in the light of this emergency provision,

deemed to be necessary, it seems tome that all possibility of

consultation, to see whether the original action can be eliminated

or varied,to examine the basis for its justification and so on,

should be taken before retaliation by other parties is accepted as

inevitable.

It does seem to me that the whole purpose of this Charter,

while finally we are forced here and there to come back to

approved retaliation, so to speak, as the only ultimate protection

of countries against irrational action by other countries, is to

postpone such retaliatory action until all other possibilities have

been exhausted. I suggest, therefore, that we would do very well

to hesitate to accept the Canadian suggestion that, because we find-

it necessary to permit initial action without consultation, we

should go on, therefore, to justify retaliatory action without

consultation.

CHAIRMAN (Interpretation): The delegateof Chile.

M. F. GARCIA-OLLINI (Chile) (Interpretation): Mr. Chairman,

the Chilean delegation has presented a reservation on this very

Article, and I want to express my full agreement with what has been

state by the Honourable delegate from Canada.

We believe that such exceptional circumstances cannot be called

regularly "unforeseen" or "sudden". There is a great amount of

possibility of foreseeing and taking the necessary precautions

before the crisis itself arises.

I quite agree with what has been said by M. Forthomme

that we might envisage some occasions on which an emergency

E/PC/T/A/PV/11
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situation would present itself with that suddeness of which he has

been speaking. However, even in that case, we could provide for

some kind, of accelerated procedure in order to inform the

Organization at least of what is going to happen.

Our main purpose here is to protect a Member who is hit by

such an emergency situation. I will just say that in most of the

cases we would have the possibility of providing for such an

emergency situation, whereas we are running the very grave risk of

producing a real catastrophe in the country against which such

measures could be applied.
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I think if such cases as have been imagined by the Belgian

Delegate occur they can, of course, quite possibly be imagined -

it might be a good thing to find some clearer definition of

the conditions in which such an emergency situation would arise,

with all the suddenness and characteristic of being entirely

unexpected.

The Drafting Committee could perhaps find words in which

such a peculiar situation could be plainly and very precisely

explained, and even in that ease I think we should imagine the

possibility of putting into effect an accelerated procedure,

perhaps, not to negotiate, but in order, at least, to know what

measures are going to be taken.

CHAIRMAN: The Delegate of Canada.

Mr. DEUTSCH (Canada): Mr. Chairman, I want to refer to

some of the remarks made by the Member for Australia concerning

our second proposal for immediate counter-action, if prior

consultation is not required in the initial case.

The Member for Australia found difficulty in finding the

logic of our position. I think it is this, Mr. Chairman, that

insuch an Article as now drafted, it seems to us there is a lack

of balance between the Member taking the initial action of with-

drawing a concession, and the right of a Member to take counter-

action. The counter-action is only possible if the Organisation

does not disapprove. In other words, there has to be some sort

ofsupervision by the Organisation, whereas the Member taking

the initial action may take that action even without prior

consulation; and if there is no agreement reached after the

action is taken, consultation takes place afterwards, but the

Memberis nevertheless free to go ahead and continue the

withdrawal of the concession - whereas a counter-action is only

permitted to the extent that the Organisation does not disapprove.
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There is a lack of equality, a lack of balance, in this

provision, and it seems to us that the initiative, the stronger

position lies in the hands of the Member who took the initial

step in withdrawing the concession.

Now the point of our suggestion is, if immediate counter-

action is permitted, it cannot put the same restraint on

countries taking the initial step, if they know they may be

immediately faced with a counter-action. It seems to me it would

not only restore the balance. of the situation but restrain the

frivolous use of this clause; whereas, in the other case, they

may withdraw a concession and go to the Organisation without the

other Members having the right to take a counter-action, and so

there is some difference, in the weight ofinfluence, with the

countries concerned, that may have some practical effect - and

that the weightofinfluence in the Organisation will not be entirely

equal. That, of course, is just a practical fact - and that is

the logic of this position.

Now, as I said before, I do not attach equal importance to

this particular point as to the first point, that there should

be prior consultation. I have sympathy with the point expressed

by the member for Belgium. I think there is a good argument there.

But I doubt very much really whether these emergencies do appear

so constantly, if they are really serious cases.

We have had considerable experience in this respect,

Mr. Chairman - I do not think any country is more closely linked

than Canada is with the United States, or that more trade flows

across the border than between those two; and it has never

been necessary for us in our long and close association for

either one of us to act without prior consultation. I do not

remember a case, and I cannot think of any situation more
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devastating between those two countries.

We are as closely linked economically as any two countries on

the face of the earth, and I do not see where there is a serious

situation that could not be foreseen in time for some kind of

consultation; and I still stress that we attach a good deal of

importance to this.

CHAIRMAN: The Delegate of France.

Mr. BRADUC (France) (Interpretation). Mr. Chairman, I just

want to point out to the Commission that particle 34 refers to an

emergency case, but it is not the only article which refers to

emergency cases, and we have already in our prior consultations,

when we came to Article 7, stated that it should not be possible

for a member State to take any measures without prior consultation.

Therefore, I would be in the mind of supporting the Amendments

presented by the Chilean and. Canadian Delegations, in order to

amend Article 34 in that respect.

I must, however, confess that I have been struck by the very

important remark made by the Honorable Delegate of Belgium, as far

as certain circumstances are concerned, and we would not, oppose any

Amendment without taking into consideration the reasons put forward

by Mr. Forthomme.
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CHAIRMAN: :The Delegate of the Unitedingd;4om.

.. R.J. SHALKIEUnited Kingdom):rM.. Chairman, after

listening to this discussion, I havehtne feeling that this is a

case where a compromise iserGally inevitable. In fact, may,;

sat ;hat it reminds me of the discussion which took pcaoe in the

Drafting mmittee wbnia New York, which resulted in the present text,

oow, I would like to suggest that, by and large, the present
text is not a bad compromise. One knows thaalllX compromises are

unsatisfactory, and this is no exception; but I think itahbs the

makings perhaps of a workable and suitable compromise in the

ccroumstcnoes.

In the first place, I would like to poino aut that it is only

a period of thirty days which has tolefapsbetween hhe actionn and

the counteaccction. That is a small changehichoh the aftcting
Committee made at Newo Yrk. Ogriinally iwasapetwaw _ crsiod aof ixty

we reduced X,_cr;ot t) thirty. feel that thirty days is a

&desirable interva to allow. It &allows for feelings to coo,

foxr fsecondthudgt to be thouht, a"nd possbly it may help to

,pcevnt that I th'in thveCahnidan D2elegte dsesribed as "uchai"
reactions from happening. -

made by , po t tnadihnat w;g aado by the. Ca~.iaaeeate as

twantedetoarty whi- th tdt- takeodhe o6ter-ac ion'ouli have

ganisation for approval.Well, I am nclin We.l, I am' nclined

to think that that is not the right reheadeing of the text. T cxt

allyeuivan:o uogat sns.Vticoncessions ,tio.- or eoe._io.-
hesuspension in wwhic ta~rganizationhe .;wiz.tio. does

notN disIapprdoveese wwords tha on iorot "does "ot disapprove'
-g not recapprovallirru pomar n. bixt~kig t possible for the

ntoOrDisapprove , so to s nsiz~tv z-u facts. A Membere 1'to.to Ab ocr
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and
may take counter action/if the counter-action, whichit takes

appears to the Organization to be excessive, the Organization

can go to thatMemberandsay, "We think that thecounter-action

youarer taking is excessive-youought to T,.) mIi~it". That _

theway I d thIt may bethatif thatistheif that is the

inafntng sub-eommittee should beti torh-:u1, z: - ;

Caear.. .T:i ..he una5 , t iA ta-tio..

3ossuggest, s tje ubJ-ct to a possible improvement

in places, ggoh as tha cu,.estielgian Delegationio D :v;
nd_ of para C.:'' ..graps , that af ang the itteeir.< Commttee

whether lt. can somewhat improve this compromise, but recognize,

nevertheless, that a compromise on these general line is probably

th oeoesaswy solution.

DeelgaateCHfR -teNetherlands. .

1).eKMANk.(Netherlands): Mr.Chairman,as IMr air as I

in Lac-or-, Inationtt exepla:.n2 to th juseeting that st for the reasons

puMt forwardme by .pForthom, wPartgrn that andaaraph 2, .d we

ed more orless thatitappppliesto t plies to exceptional

circwnanoes to show that iat was not e gneral rule but should

only bie applied n verycvery few oases.

for thatmight else explained here. I1hhe . sn tin.fir t

we tarkha.;6 tolx gationjincurredunder rro(7 w.dinor pursua:t

ao er. ater is, we talkaboutconcessions.o.;Gt:(z; That

milht be m l0ttle azbWealwaysthinkorconcessions isocicezsion i-

thc way oI tariffs, but theiobligationpter thesforaiwts art -lr

evattweforegore ;'ghrexoorhe ri~bt, fao inptance, to apgly
counter restrictions which in the aold days was means of spping

the imports, having consultetXon and aftorswaC allowing certain

imports into the country again, after reaching a satisfactory

agreement.

.



I might say that a country like HolIand is not in a position
to change the tariff every day. It is a long drawn-out matter
to change the tariff. You have to go to Parliament to get
the approval fordoing certain things. You might have certain
emergency action, but that is also generally very difficult to
apply. Therefore, we attachimportance to the possibility of

having an escape clause like paragraph 2, and I might seem
here to be contradicting what I have said the .moment before
with regard to escape clauses. But I am convinced that if
you wish to have :in escape clause like this, and perhaps modify it
in the say our Belgian colleaguehas propssea, itshould only

aply to very exceptional cases. You might be able toforego
many other escape clauses because that would give you the
feeling of security that if something did happen.-- a very great
injury to the economy of your country -- you would be able to
act, provided you are .prepared to put the matter before the

and near its judgment.
I think that in the case ofcountries like Holland, I own

state hereclearly that weareprepared to accept the judgment
of the Organization,andIamnot afraidof anyabuse or
violationof this clause if we should really adhere to what is
said in paragraph 2, and, ashas been remarked by Mr. Shackle,
when it comes to asuspenssoi or which the Organisation does
not disapprove, We might even strongthen that part. This ls
not to get more liberty for countries: it is only to make it
possible for them to enter into all the obligations of the
Charter.

E/PC/T/A/PV/11
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Mr. J.G. TORRES (Brazil): Mr. Chairman, we prefer to look

at this question in the light of Brazil's experience. Past events

have shown us that if we could not take action quiet enough to counter

certain practices, we would have to see a great deal of damage done

to some of our industries. We cannot see how such emergencies as

have occurred in the past could have been dealt with properly by

waiting for a judgment which will not be very rapid in coming. We

are, therefore, in favour of leaving freedom to countries to act in

time to counter whatever practices may be done in the future that

may have some harmful effect upon us. This brings up a side

,question and we would like to avail ourselves of this opportunity
to bring this to the attention of the Commission. In discussing

Article 17 Brazil, to our regret, has been unable to withdraw two

very serious reservations, and the opinion of some. of the delegations

has been that we could withdraw as well those reservations because,

under Article 34, we could take the emergency action that we were

looking for under Article 17. However, this interpretation does

not seem to be universal, and we would very much insist that the

Drafting Committee which is to be appointed look at this matter from

this standpoint, whether or not the measures we want under Article

17 can be taken under Article 34, because if that is not the case,

then I am afraid the Brazilian delegation would not be in a position
to withdraw such reservations and we might as well go to the world

conference and fight there again for such rights. The point is that,
summarising our views, we want to have prioraction guaranteed whenever

we should be faced with an. emergency situation, and whether Article 34

will be ample enough to allow us to take such action that at present

we cannot take under the present drafting of Article 17, and I might
say this consideration is very proper and opportune because the
Drafting Committee on Article 17 has, in fact, been unable to report
a unanimous agreement on that point, and I understand that the
Netherlands delegation have now seen their interests the way we
look at them. If Article 34 is drafted to our satisfaction, then we
might at the same time do away with two points of the Charter.
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CHAIRMAN: The Delegate of Cuba.

D., G-stavo GUTIERREZ(Cab, ): Mr. Chairman, the Cuban

Delegation wishes only to say that it maintains the point of view

expressed at New York, that action should not be permitted without
prior consultation. The permission to take action and counter-

action without. prior consultation will, in our opinion, lead to

a disagreeable situation, which will do no good to the purposes

of the Charter.

The text of Paragraph2 was conceived when it stated:

"Before any Member shall take action pursuant to the provisions

of paragraph 1 of this A.rticle, it shall give notice in writing

to the Organization as far in advance as may be practicable and

shall afford the Organization and those Members having a sub-

stantial interest as exporters of the product concerned, an

opportunity to consult with it in respect of the proposed

action." Then comesthe provision where the differenceexists.

It says: "I critical and exceptional circumstances such action

may be taken provisionally without prior consultation, Provided

that consultation shall be effected immediately following upon

the taking of such action."

This.reminds me, Mr. Chairman, of a guerrilla leader who

ordered all prisoners to be shot immediately, and afterwards be

submitted to a courtmartial.

This sort of thing, we believe, may create friction instead

of goodwill amongst a1l nations, which is what we all hope for.

CHAIRMAN: (Interpretation): The Delegate of South

Africa.

Dr. J.E.HOLLOWAY (South Africa):Mr. Chairman,I must

say it is amatter of some comfort to me to hear that Mr.

Shackle also had some difficulty about the meaning of the words
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"the suspension of which the Organization does not disapprove."

Mr, Shaokle is an Englishman and no doubt learnt English at

his mother's knoo - unlike myself, who did not know that

English oxisted until I wont from the wild veldt into the town

and understands it better. Whilst his intervention has

given me some idea of what those words are intended to mean,

.his further suggestion creates another difficulty.

If they are also intended to mean, not the suspension

which originally gave rise to this chain of consequences, but

also the latter part, "of which the Organization does not

disapprove." , I would suggest that it would be so easy to say

that it would have probably been soon. The phrase is so vague

that I hope the Drafting Committee will let us know what it

does mean. At resent I feel myself in some difficulty in

dealing with that part of the paragraph because of that obscurity.

Whilst I think we could support the second suggestion of the

Delegate of Canada, I do not know that I own support the first

suggestion, namely, that there must always be prior consultation.

Assuming that an Article like this is necessary, I do not think

that prior consultation is always possible..

The discussion hitherto has gone on the point whether one

can foresee the need for invoking the paragraph. Well, within

limits one can foresee, but suppose you have forseen it, and

suppose you are then under the obligation to te11 all the world that

you have foreseen'it - a country like Belgiummight easily be

swamped by telling the world - because these things are never a

secret - because everybody will try. to .get in ahead of the

possible change in the Belgian tariff.

For that reason, I te not think that the first part .of the

suggestion by the Delegate of Canada is practicable, always

assuming that the Article is necessary at all.
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As to the second part, however, I am entirely in agreement

with the DeIegate of Canada, I do not see why people should

have any tender conscience for the party that has got away

from its obligaitons, If this clause is to be used at all,
it has got to be used only as an exceptional clause and, if

it is not used in very exceptional circumstances, it will under-

mine the whole of this Organization. The more limitations we

put on its use - provided those limitations allow it to be used

in these very exceptional circustances we have in mind - the

better.

This clause, as a matter of fact, clinches the right of

certain groups to be a danned nuisance - excuse me, Mr.

Chairman, I withdràw that word; they will be an unconscionable

nuisance to all the Governments concerned, and if one of the

consequences is that there may be immediate retaliatory action,

then this article will be used only for the purpose for which

it is inserted here, nearly, when there is some exceptional

emergency.

I do not see why you should give the party that starts by

getting away from its obligations a fair field to get away, and

put limitations on everybody else not to take any action, The

party that is prejudiced by it ought at least to have as big
a start after hearing the pistol as the other chap after beating
the pistol.

E/PC/T/A/PV/llS
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CHAIRMAN (Interpretation): The delegate of India.

MR.B.N. ADAKAR (India): Mr. Chairman, the Indian delegation

attaches some importance to the procedurelaid down in this Article

and, insofar as it provides for action to be taken without prior

consultation in critical and exceptional circumstances, we would

entirely support the remarks made by the delegate for the

Netherlands.

We think that there may be circumstances in which it may be

difficult for a Member giving a concession to accurately forecast

its possible consequences for its domestic interests, and therefore

it is very desirable to make a provision of this kind. We

entirely support the idea that the existence of the provision could

give a greater degree of security and confidence to the Members

when they are negotiating concessions.

However, having said that, there is one further point which we

would like to submit for the further consideration of this-
Commission. It is that this Article relates to the need for-

granting releases from obligations undertaken under this Charter.

The procedure indicates under what circumstances a Member may seek

release from the obligations incurred by it in order to avoid

serious injury to its domestic producers. But there are other

provisions in this Charter which &w_1with the same subject.

There is the procedure in Article 13, which relates to the

granting of release from implications incurred under this Charter

when such a release is required for the purpose of economic

development. AMember may find that it needs release from the

obligations incurred by it either because there are heavy imports

which threaten the interests of established industries, or because

the increased imports have made the development or the establishment

of an industry impossible.

E/PC/T/A/PV/11
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The circumstances are different, but I suggest that the

procedure laid down for the granting of release should be the same,

or should be similar.

Article 34, which deals with release when heavy imports

threaten the position of an established industry, makes it possible

for the Member to take action without prior consultation with the

Organization,.provided that it informs the Organization immediately

after the action is taken and, if there is no agreement among the

interested Members, to go ahead with the action. In paragraph 3

it has been provided. thatthe Member which takes the action may, if

it fails to acquire the concurrence of affected Members, maintain

the action only subject to certain penalties, while in Article 13,

in the case of obligations which are negotiated obligations, the

Member may try, under the auspices of the Organization, to secure

the agreement of other affected Members, but if there is no such

agreement, then the Member concerned will not be free to take any

action.

I do not see that there is any adequate justification for

making a distinction between the two cases. In sub-paragraph (b)

of paragraph 2 of Article 13, the Organization may grant the release,

from a negotiated obligation to a Member only upon agreement being

reached with the Members substantially affected. In this case,

even if there is no agreement, the Member would be free to go

ahead with this action.

I would suggest, Sir, that the sub-committee be requested to

go into this question and satisfy itself that there is adequate

justification for making a distinction between the two cases. In

any case, in the course of this discussion, it has been explained

that the provisions of Article 34 apply to all obligations.
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at least between negotiated obligations and non-negotated

obligations as has been done in Article 13. If such a distinction

is necessary in the case of releases required for the purposes of

economic development, I see no reason why such a distinction should

not be made when releases are similarly required for the protection

of established industries.
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CHAIRMAN: The Delegate of Chile.

Mr. GARCIA OLDINI (Chile) (Interpretation): The discussion

which has taken place, Mr. Chairman, shows very clearly that

it is very difficult, once a text has been drafted and discussed by

a Drafting Committee with certain intentions in the mind of those

who drafted it,. to interpret it to mean something entirely

different.

It is difficult for us at this stage to depart from the

intention which the authors of the text who drafted it have put

into the text.

For instance, the debate which has taken place here this

afternoon indicates that the text of paragraph 3 of Article 34 has

only considered one aspect of the problem, which quite clearly

has two aspects. It has placed itself in the position of States

considered in paragraph 1 of Article 34 who find themselves in a

critical situation and who, in order to escape such critical

situations, are granted certain privileges under paragraph 2 of

Article 34. But if a State by virtue of this clause is authorised,

if it finds itself in a critical situation, to withdraw certain

concessions without previous consultation, obviously the same

privilege should be recognised to those who in defence of their

own interests and in order to avoid an equally critical situation

for themselves, want to take certain counter-measures.

The word "retaliation" has been used here, in connection with

counter-action of States so affected by the withdrawal of

concessions. I do not believe that the word "retaliation" is a

correct expression to describe what is merely a legitimate defence.

It has already been said that; as it stood, the article was a

compromise, but a good compromise. I am sorry not to be in a

position to agree with this statement.
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In order to make it a good compromise the same treatment

should be reserved for Members who withdraw concessions as for those

who take counter-action in order to defend their own interests

in such a circumstance. In other words, if previous consultation

is provided for in the case of a counter-action, the same procedure

should be applicable to a Member who wants to withdraw a concession.

If, on the other hand, no previous consultation is required

from a Member who wants to withdraw a concession, other Members

should equally be at liberty to take counter-action without

previous consultation.

CHAIRMAN:The Delegate of the United States.

Mr. EVANS (United States); Mr. Chairman, I have been listening

with great care to the discussion of the last half hour.

I want to make clear that my remarks are not specifically

directed to the remarks which have just been made by the Delegate

of Chile, but it does seem to me that some of this discussion

indicates that the Article is being considered as something more

than it was originally intended to be by a number of Delegates.

It is labelled "Emergency Action". We have always looked upon

it as an emergency Article - an Article to be used only in cases

where a serious injury was actually being done or about to be done

to produce it Under those circumstances I feel that a good many

of the considerations raised here are not particularly appropriate.

This Article was certainly not intended in our Delegation to be

used as an escape, a general escape from the obligations undertaken

by any Member.

I think that the experience between the United States and

Canada which has been referred to by the Canadian Delegate is an

instructive one. The United States has had experience in the

use of escape clauses, and as the Canadian Delegate has said, in

G.
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all our experience there has been no use of such an escape clause

without prior consultation. We feel sure that the other Members

of the Organisation would use this clause with the. same discretion

and in the same good faith.

That does not mean that we think that the clause as. now

written is necessarily perfect. I think that there may be some

merit in the suggestion of the Delegate of Chile, that there should

be a provision which makes certain that the procedure for notifying

the Organisation, and entering into consultation in the extreme.

case, where action is taken without prior consultation, should be

immediate. I think that any language that could be devised, or

proposed language, which would say that a Member taking action

would notify the Organisrtion immediately on his decision to take

such action, may even be worth considering; but I am not certain.
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I think also there has been some merit in the argument that the

Member affected by this emergency action or action taken without

prior consultation, on the face of it appears to be at some disadvantage;
but the remarks of the Delegate of Australia are, I think, very p~.rtinent.
If, in fact, the action was taken in good faith merely because of an

emergency, it seems extremely unlikely that that action would have

created a similar emergency in the country which considers itself

affected, but I had thought that the present wording of the Article

would take care of the situation if it actually existed: that a

Member who was subjectd--if I may use the expression--to a serious

emergency as a result of the use of Article 34 by another Member, would

have the same privileges as the first Member had. The only qualification.
there is that the orginal action does, in fact, create a serious

emergency and that it is not merely a balancing. action by the second

Member. If it is simply a balancing action by the second Member, it

is hard to conceive the necessity for immediate, precipitate and

perhaps, as has been suggested, ill-considered action. But if there

is any doubt that the Member who has been affected seriously, in such

a way that serious injury has beencreated, is entitled to the same

privileges as the original Member, I certainly think the paragraph

should be clarified.

CHAIRMAN: The Delegate of Canada..

Mr. J.J. DEUTSCH (Canada):. Mr. Chairman, the discussion has

shown that it will be necessary to work out some compromise on the

various points of view that have been put forward, and some very useful

suggestions h ve been made in that connection, particularly the

suggestion of the Delegate of Belgium and the Delegate of Chile. I

for one am prepared to hand the matter over to the Drafting Committee
to see how the wording can be improved so as to achieve a reasonable

V 42.
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degree of agreement. Also, I would like the Drafting Committee to

examine the wording of paragraph 3, which, as has been pointed out,

is obscure, and see if the meaning cannot be brought out a little

more clearly. Therefore, I am prepared, Mr. Chairman, to see this

matter go to the Drafting Committee.

CHAIRMAN: The Delegate of Norway.

H.E. Erik COLBAN (Norway): The Norwegian Delegation agrees

generally with the statement made by the Delegate of the Netherlands.

We are prepared to accept the New York Draft of paragraphs 2 and 3.

This draft, by the way, is practically the same as the London draft,

and we consider it as satisfactory. This does not, of course, prevent

us from agreeing to such drafting amendments as the sub-Committee may

possibly recommend.
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Mr. L.C. WEBB (New Zealand): Mr. Chairman, as this

discussion has had a big effect on the balance of three parts of

Article 34, the New Zealand delegation wishes to suggest that the
balance of the Article will be greatly improved by deleting from

paragraph 3 the so-called "cooling period", that is the thirty days

provision. It seems to us that as consultation must take place,
and as presumbably it will be a long one, it is a sufficient

an
cooling off period. It seems to us that/even stronger consideration

may be that, in fact, the thirty days provisions may have, in certain
the

circumstances /reverse effect of what is intended, because after all

the period in terms of administrative action is a pretty short one

and a state may require, in order to-exercise its right of

retaliation, to take certain administrative action which will

require necessarily a lapse of time. In all those circumstances a

state faced with the necessity for acting quickly is more likely to

act precipitously than if it had. more time at its disposal. That

is a state affected by this time limit would be disposed to think
and it

that the period within which retaliatory action is allowed,/had better
play safe and take that action.

Mr. C.H. CHEN (China): Mr. Chairman, the Chinese delegation is

in favour of maintaining the text of paragraph 2 as it stands. As

it has been pointed out by the delegation of the United Zingdom, this

is the best possible compromise because this Article is dealing with

emergency action. It would be impossible for every case to have

prior consultation. Under this paragrah, the first setence provided.
for previous consultation, the only exception being for critical or

exceptional circumstances which, as set out, are very limited, and it,

is up to the member to consider whether the circumstance is critical
or not and, at the same time, it is also provided that consultation
will be open immediately, for the affected members. I think it is
quite a fair and practical provision, therefore, and we associate
ourselves with the opinion expressed by the delegations of India,
Netherlands, Norway and the United Kingdom.
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CHAIRMAN (Interpretation): Gentlemen, I think it is time

to put an end to this long and very interesting discussion.

Ideas have been aired here and it sees now that we must come

to a new kind of compromise. There seems to be a general.

consensus of opinion that even in the case of exceptional

and critical circumstances prior consultation should be con-

ceded. However, the conditions of those critical circumstances

may be such that prior consultation would be quite impossible.

The only aim which we must always have in mind is that it

should not lead to abuses.

I do not think that it will be an easy task to arrange for

a new wording to cover that particular aspect of the question-

However, I am sure that the Commission will put all its heart

into the solution off that difficult problem.

I would now like to dispose of the two Belgian amendments

presented to Paragraph 2 and I would advocate that those two

amendments should be sent immediately to the Sub-committee.

As a matter of fact, the two Belgian amendments to

Paragraph 2 are so strictly linked with Paragraph 1 that they

cannot be separated from this main subject and, as Paragraph 1

has already been turned over to the Sub-committee, it would be

only correct that this should also be the case for the Belgian

proposal referring to Paragraph 2.

As to the Belgian and United Kingdom proposals, I should

also like to have them sent to the Sub-committee, as they both

have one single purpose in mind, to take care of the situation

b.th of the countries which grant preferentia1 arrangements

and those which enjoy preferential;arrangements.*
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The only amendment which I should like to take up now,

before we close this meeting, is the amendment of the United

States Delegation,:;which suggests the words "substantially

equivalent" in L s12 and 13 and makes the comment that they

will give to the Organization a wider margin of decision.

Does anyone wish to speak.

Mr. R.J.SH"CKLE (United Kingdom): Mr. Chairman, as you

invite discussion on the United States amendment to Paragraph

3, I would like to say one or two words,

When I first saw the United States amendment,. which consists

of simplifying the last sentence, I ~.-ouht it was attractive.

It would get rid of the mention of the equivalent obligations

on the one hand and the possible additional action on the

other, But, after hearing this discussion today, Iam

inclined to think there is some merit in leaving the text as

it stands.

As thesame time, if we say that normally the action

shall be equivalent, you do have to provide for the case where

there is abuse, so I am inclined to think that, on the whole,

the last two sentences are perhaps best as they stand.

I think that the provision for equivalent action would be

useful where a case of preferences is involved., but there is the

question of whether action should be taken against the country

which takes the action or the country which has the benefit of

the action. I think it is useful to have the equivalent action

specified.

CHIRMAN (I terpretation); D s theDelegate of the

United States wish to speak on the subject?

Mr. J - i 7 . EVANS(United States) : Thankyou, Mr. Chairman.
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47 hamnetnori- rot think it was necessarm for ra to ineroducG the amendment,

becauhe I t.enk thc explanaaden mdao by us mn subgittin, it was

simple enough and has been reproduced in the annot ed .tondav

I s:ould likemto ,a=owever, on Mr.on cklo'ssIloe estat(mnt.
I .ink it would be well to point out that we have no objection to

the use of the w"sds llubstantially equivalentu. OUr election

of those words was consequent upon our deletion of the last.

satance. ffelt, perhaps in error, that tomme C- Usion would

not want tk taze out the last sentence and leave"subst'~.zantially

equiva"lentu insch a way as to leave no discretion to the

Organization.

I think it ray be possible to accomplish both wMh.at r

Shackle wants and what we want eay lgvinz in the words "sub-

stantially equivalent" andd fininmesoi othermforula for

expressine tha freedom of action in the Organizatwon Which may

be necessary in exceptionàal .cses

CMANR1T: eDoas anyone wish to speak on this subject?

T:elD _egat Cf Ganada.

Mr. J.J.DSUTZCH (Canada)M Ur. Chairman, weearo in favour

of retaining the wor"s 'substantially eqale2.-nt", for the

tapsons given byeth;lgeeIate for the UnitKedgin.dom. I that

requires a change in the nseatonce, we prefer mo Make the

change in the last sentence rather than drop the laset entonce,

B/PCAT/-./PV/11
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CHAIRMAN (Interpretation): The delegate for the Netherlands.

DR. A.B. SPEEKENBRINK (Netherlands): I can only say that I

am in favour of retaining the Article as it stands here.

CHAIRMAN (Interpretation): Under these conditions, I believe,

Gentlemen, we can have confidence in the wisdom of the sub-

committee.

Gentlement, it is six o'clock and we have gone through with

Article 34. We begin tomorrow at 2.30 in the afternoon with

Article 35.

The Secretariat has just advised me that we meet in Executive

Session tomorrow at 2.30 in order to approve document E/PC/T/92,

which is the last report of the Working Party on Tariff Negotiations.
Gentlemen, the meeting stands adjourned.

The meeting rose at 6.05 p.m.


